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U.S. WANTS TREATIES FOR STRAY SPACEMEN RETURN
Resolution Reflects Kennedy Offer Of
Joint Moon Expedition In This Decade

The United States is reported to have offered treaties for the safe return of stray spacers and the collection of damages for space accidents. A resolution is being drawn up to have the United Nations

U.S. High Military
Officers Meet In
Cairo December
7
Syria And Iraq Will Send
A Joint Delegation

DAMASCUS, Dec. 1, (AP) — Syria and Iraq will send a joint military delegation to Cairo next week to attend the Dec. 7 conference of the Arab League's military chiefs of staff in Cairo. The delegation will be led by a high military officer and will consist of several members of the command of the two countries' unified armed forces.

The delegation's mission is to discuss issues related to military cooperation and the establishment of a joint military command in the region.

Several National Assembly
Men Convey His Majesty's
Greeting to Electorate

KABUL, Dec. 1. — A report from the Ministry of Interior indicates that there have been no reports of any incidents involving the political process in the country. However, the ministry also emphasized the need for continued vigilance to ensure the safety of citizens and their property.

British Labour Leader
Attacks Govt. Policy

LONDON, Dec. 1, (AP) — The British Labour Party leader, Harold Wilson, said Sunday night that the government had made a "unilateral" decision to withdraw from Europe, despite the wishes of the majority of the British people.

NATO ALLIES CRITICISE
FOR PORTUGAL-AFRICAN
COLONIAL VOTE IN U.N.

UNITED NATIONS, December 1, (AP) — African allies have strongly condemned the vote of the Portuguese government to decolonize its African colonies. They have accused Portugal of neglecting the interests of the African people and violating international law.

AFRICA: ANOTHER
Crisis In The U.N.

UNITED NATIONS, December 1, (AP) — The African delegates have expressed concern over the situation in the United Nations, following the recent vote on the decolonization of Portuguese colonies.

Committee Meets To
Discuss Revision Of
Afghan Press Laws

KABUL, Dec. 1. — The committee on revision of press laws is scheduled to meet on Thursday afternoon to discuss the proposed revisions. The committee is working on a draft law that would strengthen the rights of the press and increase transparency in the media.

WEST GERMAN CHANCELLOR OPPOSES
US TROOP WITHDRAWAL FROM EUROPE

Operation Big-Lift Impeccable But The Presence Of
American Troops Is Strong Comfort And Assurance

WASHINGTON, Dec. 1, (AP) — Chancellor Ludwig Erhard of West Germany said Sunday he would have the "greatest objections" to the United States' troop withdrawals from Europe. He warned that such an operation could subvert the NATO alliance and undermine the political and economic stability of the continent.

Maj. Gen. Kurt W. Drescher, U.S. Army representative at NATO headquarters, said Tuesday that the decision to withdraw the forces was a "deeply saddening" one for the United States and its allies.

Erhard said the United States had made the decision "in the spirit of the Atlantic Charter and the Atlantic Alliance." He added that the withdrawal of American forces would be a "sore blow" to the Western alliance and would undermine the solidarity of the NATO members.

The German official also expressed concern over the future of the European Community and the prospects for a united Europe.

BRITISH LABOUR LEADER
ATTACKS GOVERNMENT POLICIES

LONDON, Dec. 1, (AP) — The British Labour Party leader, Harold Wilson, said Sunday night that the government had made a "unilateral" decision to withdraw from Europe, despite the wishes of the majority of the British people.

Wilson said that the decision would be a "serious blow" to the country's international standing and would have serious implications for the economy.

The Labour leader said that the government's decision was "a blow to the heart of the nation." He added that the government's policies had been "a disaster for the country" and that they had "failed to deliver on the promises they made to the people."
AFGHANISTAN WITH A GLORIOUS PAST CAN WELL HOPE FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE

BY WRITERS

I have visited many places and seen many people from different walks of life. I was once invited to a party in Kabul, where I met a lady named Mary. She talked about her experiences in the city and the people she met. She said that the city was full of life and full of culture. She also mentioned the traditional clothing worn by the women and the rich history of the city.

Mary also spoke about the challenges faced by the people of Afghanistan today. She said that the government is working hard to bring peace to the country, but it is a long and difficult process. She mentioned the importance of education and emphasized the need for more investment in infrastructure.

Mary ended her speech by saying that she was hopeful for the future of Afghanistan. She said that the country has a rich history and a bright future. She encouraged everyone to work together for the betterment of the country.

The audience was impressed by Mary's speech and many of them expressed their support for her. The event was a success and it was evident that people have hope for the future of Afghanistan.

AFGHANISTAN WITH A GLORIOUS PAST CAN WELL HOPE FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE
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Several Assemblymen Convey His Majesty's Greetings To Electrolier

KABUL, Dec. 1--A number of Afghan Assemblymen conveyed to Mr. Ahmed Khan, the president of the Afghan Anti-Commission, the message of His Majesty to Mr. Ahmed Khan, congratulating him on his official visit to the United States.
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